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Introductory Guide to WebSphere Business Integration from IBM
 

Using WebSphere Business Integration (WBI) technology, you can build an enterprise-wide Business Integration (BI) infrastructure that makes it easier to connect any business resources and functions, so you can adapt more quickly to the demands of customers and partners. Now there’s an introductory guide to creating standards-based process and data integration solutions with WBI.  

 

WebSphere Business Integration Primer thoroughly explains Service Component Architecture (SCA), basic business processes, and complex long-running business flows, and guides you to choose the right process integration architecture for your requirements. Next, it introduces the key components of a WBI solution and shows how to make them work together rapidly and efficiently. This book will help developers, technical professionals, or managers understand today’s key BI issues and technologies, and streamline business processes by combining BI with Service Oriented Architecture (SOA).

 

Coverage includes

	Linking BI, business process management (BPM), and SOA 
	BI scenarios, architecture, patterns, and the IBM Business Object Framework
	Business orchestration utilizing WS-BPEL and other industry standards
	BI development with WebSphere Integration Developer (WID) and the SCA programming model
	WebSphere Process Server (WPS): a runtime for service-oriented applications
	Defining business maps, rules, business state machines, and human tasks
	Managing BI services: security, auditing, and more
	Integrating third-party and legacy systems with WebSphere adapters 
	Utilizing WebSphere Business Modeler and WebSphere Business Monitor
	Using WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus (WESB) to integrate services


About the Author


Ashok Iyengar is a member of the WebSphere Enablement Team based in San Diego. He has worked extensively with the WebSphere software platform, and for the past four years, has concentrated on the WebSphere Business Integration suite. He also coauthored IBM WebSphere Portal Primer. 

 

Vinod Jessani is a senior software engineer with the IBM WebSphere Enablement Team in San Diego. He has more than 15 years’ experience in distributed systems and online transaction processing systems. 

 

Michele Chilanti is a consulting IT specialist with IBM Software Services, where he consults daily with IBM customers worldwide, supporting their J2EE and WebSphere Business Integration development and deployment projects.
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Pure C#Sams Publishing, 2001
Pure C#, in keeping with the Pure series, focuses on issues of concern specific to writing programs using the C# language. The book is divided into three parts:

* Part 1 addresses the syntax and program construction methods available to C# programming. 
* Part 2 is a code-intensive section that demonstrates specific tasks of concern...
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Computational PhysicsPrentice Hall, 1996
Computational physics book that emphasizes the physics that can  be done with numerical/computational methods rather than just the methods  themselves. Uses True Basic. (Representative programs on WWW). Praised for its  coverage of many interesting topics in pure and applied physics.     

       From the Publisher
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In a Roman Kitchen: Timeless Recipes from the Eternal CityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
From the savory splendor of crisply fried artichokes to the easy indulgence of spaghetti alla carbonara perfectly al dente, the cooking of Rome is every bit as glorious as the city’s breathtaking art and architecture. In a Roman Kitchen explores the delights of this rich culinary heritage with a spectacular tour of the markets,...
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Developing Applications with Salesforce ChatterPackt Publishing, 2013

	Make your business more social with Salesforce Chatter. This book walks you through configuring and customizing Chatter to boost collaboration in your organization. Can be used as a reference book or complete guide.


	Overview

	
		Understand Salesforce Chatter and its architecture.
	
		Configure and...
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Pesticides: A Toxic Time Bomb in Our MidstPraeger Publishers, 2007
The writing of this book came about through a serendipitous circumstance. I wrote a book dealing with child labor in the United States, published three years earlier, containing a chapter that included a description of the hazards migrant farmworkers and their children face, not the least of which was exposure to pesticides. While mentioning the...
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Sams Teach Yourself JavaServer Pages in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself JavaServer Pages in 21 Days offers a proven tutorial format to teach JSP in 21 example-driven lessons. While many competing JSP books are aimed at Java professionals, this book addresses the needs of the growing number of Web publishing professionals migrating to JavaServer Pages for its ability to create dynamic, interactive...
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